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Sovereignty (External-personal)

 Departure from western way of thinking where the child is defined mostly 

by dependency

 Remember that regardless of what the best practice or protocol is for 

clinical intervention, the young person is the expert on their 

body/experience



Sovereignty (Internal-personal)

 Self-determination

 Work within the system that exists to create as much valid choice and agency as possible

 Explain things thoroughly and transparently, do not assume they are not capable of 

understanding; instead, make sure they know they can ask whatever questions they 

would like

 If parent is present, explain to the youth first

 Avoid unnecessary microaggressions by explaining the limitations of the system as simply 

that

 Present all options and the advantages and disadvantages that you would share with 

their parents



Locate Indigenous youth-centric materials





 Ask about what they have learned from their Trans Native friends 

online

 Findings in survey and qualitative dataset

 What questions did the stories of other youth bring up? 

 What did they find exciting or inspiring?



Community - Culture
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To what extent are Indigenous traditional values a part 

of your life?

Cisgender Gender-Diverse Both



Explore their cultural connection and interests by asking rather than assuming

 Is there anything I should know about your culture or identities before we decide on your 

care plan?

or

 You shared that you are ( Native / Indigenous / Occaneechi / 2S ), what should I educate 

myself on in order to provide you the best medical care?

 If those things haven’t come first, simply ask, what kind of activities make you feel the 

most healthy, connected, free, or alive? 

 You never know what may come up. I recently spoke with a young one who felt most alive 
powwow dancing, and as it turns out, having a conversation about wanting to make women’s 
regalia instead of their men’s regalia was important. That conversation can open lots of avenues 
connected to gender-affirming care planning and delivery. example





Shared Storytelling

Connect the dots



Local Indigiqueer Champions

 Partner with community to identify / educate yourself on local Indigiqueer 
champions 

 Ask about existing cultural spaces and events (and cultural opportunities) that they 
trust

 Intergenerational spaces deemed highly important by the youth

 Are there orgs hosting events and/or doing Indigiqueer (or IQ youth) specific 
community functions?

 Examples 

 Two Spirit Societies

 Sometimes the goal is to connect folx back to their communities, but not 
always



Take Inspiration from Existing Curricula and 

Ongoing Work



 Ask more, talk less

 Shift the power dynamic

 Believe youth

 Community resources sometime take dedication to find

 Advocate for your clinic/agency/system to do better by Native youth


